KWILT MATURES WITH MAJOR UPDATE
The pioneering personal memory streamer on mobile becomes a true visual social network.
SAN FRANCISCO, CA, May 21, 2015 - Launching today, Kwilt 1.6 (www.kwiltapp.com), the
first mobile application to automatically create a personal and complete live digital photo
stream by seamlessly gathering users’ digital images, adds more photo sources, refined photo
collage features, streams to more TVs and Set Top Boxes and undergoes a radical facelift
making finding THAT specific image easier and faster than ever.
“Kwilt 1.6 is now the fastest way to find the image you are looking for” said Marc-Antoine Benglia,
CEO of Kwilt. “We are very proud of the redesign that not only makes the experience even more
intuitive but also much faster than before.”
Solving the issue of finding specific pictures taken over several years and scattered
throughout many cloud storage services, social networks, home PCs and mobile devices in
the most elegant way, Kwilt 1.6 builds up on its strong indexing engine while improving
substantially its speed performance from previous versions. The photo editing features that
have made Kwilt a popular app amongst photo aficionados are still at the core of the user
experience as the ability to create custom Kwilt albums by dynamically grouping photos from
multiple and varied sources.
“The beauty is that Kwilt is totally free and secure because there is no cloud storage involved from
our side” adds Benglia. “Kwilt is the only photo aggregator that captures live streams from multiple
photo sources, wherever they are.”

HIGHLIGHTS OF THE KWILT 1.6 APP UPDATE INCLUDE:
• A radical facelift: A complete makeover to not only the user interface but also the user
experience. The app is now faster, more beautiful and incredibly simpler to use;
• More photo sources: Kwilt gathers your social media, cloud storage, home and mobile
photos in one slick interface. We added Twitter, Tumblr, Photobucket, Microsoft
OneDrive, and Seagate Goflex, NETGEAR Stora and MEDION Lifecloud NAS devices as
photo sources;
• Streaming not Storing: Kwilt streams your pictures live, dynamically and in real time, from
your favorite photo sources, without taking up storage capacity in the cloud or on your
mobile device;
• Platforms: Currently available on iOS, an Android version is scheduled for release later
this year;

• Curated albums: Fully customizable albums of pictures assembled from various sources
allows for easy curation of photos in any number of unlimited arrangements;
•

Enhance and edit any of your photos: countless state of the art photo editing tools
including filters, cropping, stickers and drawing to enhance any of your images.

•

KwiltSnaps: The upgraded collage creator makes it easier than ever to create and share
beautiful collages;

•

Stream your photos to many more TVs: Beam your photos to the Apple TV, Xbox One,
Amazon Fire TV, Chromecast, Roku, WebOS, LG Smart TVs and many more devices.

PRICING AND AVAILABILITY:
Kwilt 1.6 for iOS is totally free and immediately available for download from the Apple
AppStore.

ABOUT KWILT:
Kwilt removes the pain out of searching and gathering your photos from your mobile, cloud
storage, home and social networks in the most elegant way by displaying all your photos by
timeline, location and other criteria of your choice into one seamless photo mosaic. Your
photos are now at your fingertips, ready to group into albums, edit, show and share, right
from your mobile. For more information visit www.kwiltapp.com.

